Rear Admiral Henry John May and the Royal Navy War Course 1900-1904
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In 1900, the Royal Navy instituted formal advanced instruction for selected officers to better prepare them for higher rank and professional demands. The war course represented a concession to pressure for a staff or war college comparable to other navies and armies. During the tenure of its first director, Henry May, curriculum content and delivery focused on subjects appropriate to practitioners interested in contemporary naval affairs. This article reassesses objectively the war course’s efficacy leading to eventual establishment of the Royal Naval War College.

En 1900, la Marine Royale a institué une instruction formelle avancée pour certains officiers afin de mieux les préparer aux exigences professionnelles et aux grades supérieurs. Le cours de guerre représentait une concession à la pression pour obtenir un état-major ou un collège de guerre comparable à d’autres marines et armées. Pendant le mandat de son premier directeur, Henry May, le contenu et la prestation du programme se sont concentrés sur des sujets appropriés aux praticiens intéressés par les affaires navales contemporaines. Cet article réévalue objectivement l’efficacité du cours de guerre menant à la création éventuelle du Collège de Guerre de la Marine Royale.

Professional militaries invest considerable time and resources in developing officers to steward the institution and meet the demands of modern warfare. At higher levels, they learn to appreciate the complexities of strategy based on sound knowledge of tactics and operations.¹ Because the military arts and sciences are
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so specialized, staff and war colleges consisting of blended military and civilian faculty reside in most countries. These institutions exchange ideas and personnel to develop thinking about professional problems and follow common methodologies in curriculum delivery and instruction tailored to practitioners. Oriented toward action and decision, militaries use knowledge for practical application, and not solely for knowledge’s sake. Professional military education (PME) necessarily balances currency and relevancy with academic rigour and analysis.

Appreciation of higher tactics and strategy, as expressed through the fields of history and doctrine, have underpinned study at staff and war colleges since beginning days on the principle that such subjects could be taught and learned, to make better officers. It helped that the Royal Navy possessed a culture of success. Since closure of the United Kingdom’s service-specific colleges, senior officer education for the Royal Navy occurs at the Joint Services Command and Staff College, in partnership with King’s College University of London, or reciprocally by exchange at comparable foreign staff and war colleges. Officers are managed through careers, and given educational opportunities appropriate to their rank, competencies, abilities, and future promotional prospects. The war course instituted by the Royal Navy at the turn of the last century under the direction of Rear Admiral Henry May shared many of the same qualities and objectives as present-day PME. Notwithstanding, prominent naval historian and strategist Julian Corbett described the war course’s preoccupation with naval tactics and technical considerations rather than strategy as “a false start.”

The original war course provided a foundation for the higher naval education that came afterwards in the Royal Navy. Joseph Moretz offers a reappraisal of how
mid-rank naval officers were educated and trained on the war course during the interwar period which challenges conventional historical understanding. Naval tactics and practical application of professional knowledge still constituted a significant part of that service-oriented instruction. Corbett was somewhat out of favour after the First World War, even though British naval professionals Herbert Richmond, John Creswell, and Russell Grenfell turned to history for understanding and insight in their writing and lectures. Henry May belonged to a wider fraternity of serving officers involved with teaching and thinking about naval problems for practical application. Given the overwhelming attention that the First World War and preceding “Fisher era” have received in existing scholarship building upon the pioneering work of Arthur Marder, contributions by somewhat obscure officers to naval tactics and higher professional education generally get undervalued. Rear Admiral Henry May, in spite of his intellectual pursuits and excellence in teaching, unfortunately died ten years prior to 1914 and consequently is lesser known.

May’s relative obscurity provides an interesting contrast to Captain Alfred Thayer Mahan, his contemporary and closest American equivalent at the US Naval War College. May, described as quiet, studious, and efficient, had neither the long list of published works nor the attention which those have received. Mahan’s published work targeted external and internal audiences, in an effort to convince a land-centric nation that future prosperity and strength lay with embracing sea power. May, on the other hand, belonged to the dominant navy of the period that for too long took supremacy for granted and waited to implement necessary changes and higher education for officers. The late Victorian navy, to which May belonged, transitioned between eras of immense technological and strategic
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The war course presented an intermediary, comprehensible to naval officers seeking understanding of the present, as well as a critical inflection point for the evolution of naval tactics and strategy. Peter Kemp and Andrew Lambert have stressed the interaction between history and tactics in development of Royal Navy doctrine, to meet contemporary challenges of the day. May was well read, spoke French, and became an acknowledged expert on naval tactics. He maintained the confidence and backing of the institution and related his knowledge and ideas to an internal professional audience. In time, Mahan became revered in the American navy for his writings, teaching, and presidency of the US Naval War College, while May has been utterly forgotten as director of the original Royal Navy war course. Though naval biography may no longer be fashionable, May and his work undertaking early education on the Royal Navy war course are worth reclaiming.

In terms of naval expert and practical teacher, Rear Admiral Henry John May should be acknowledged as much as Mahan for his part in setting-up the original war course. His contributions to the Royal Navy’s first attempt at formal advanced instruction for selected senior and mid-rank officers created an environment to convey and share relevant knowledge that students found engaging and suitably paced. That he delivered such a course almost singlehandedly, a one-person staff college, was noteworthy. The excellence of May’s concept of instruction allowed the Royal Navy to catch up to other foreign navies and keep abreast in the field of advanced education for officers. At the turn of the century, the Royal Navy strove to become a modern and professional force able to operate at sea with developing ideas on strategy, tactics, and doctrine. May prepared a generation of mid-rank officers for the challenges of higher command and responsibility.

This article has a threefold purpose. First, to explain why a war course was chosen instead of a naval staff college in the Royal Navy. Second, to describe how May became first director and primary instructor on the war course. Third, to assess what constituted the learning experience from the perspectives of student and teacher in PME content and delivery. May’s successful methodology and approach informed subsequent efforts at educating higher rank Royal Navy officers in tactics and strategy. His legacy was quality teaching and a practical bent that made sure professional content delivered was suited to the needs of the
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contemporary navy and its serving officers.

**Does the Royal Navy Need a Naval Staff College?**

The choice to have a war course instead of a naval staff college demonstrated tentative acquiescence toward the very idea of advanced professional learning within the Royal Navy. As always, the first challenge was location. The Royal Navy “schoolhouse” was distributed across various existing establishments providing naval education and instruction for entry-level cadets, junior officer ranks, engineering officers, and specialist training. The cadet Royal Naval College, through which May and officers of his generation passed, dated from 1863, replacing an earlier one in Portsmouth. Gradually, more scientific approaches to provision of practically oriented education came in the form of structured courses and examinations. The *Naval Chronicle*, reviewing Rear Admiral Charles Shadwell’s higher education committee in 1871, dryly asked why the Royal Navy had no naval staff college because there “is no educated Englishman who has more time at his disposal for cultivating the art of statesmanship than the victim of half-pay, the Naval Officer.”13 Portsmouth, historical home of the Royal Navy, already offered practical courses of instruction. Establishment of a Royal Naval College in Greenwich during 1873 opened up further promise, but was used for other functions.14 Limited space available elsewhere in establishments, depots, and dockyards restricted hosting a naval staff college.
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The next challenge was cultural since many officers in the long century, schooled in the traditions and stories of Nelson, eschewed any further formal education beyond that provided early in careers. Belief was common that command and leadership in the navy were learned practically and through social belonging rather than academic study. Activity in that direction took away from experience at sea, which somehow made good officers naturally suitable for higher rank and responsibility. Following annual naval manoeuvres in August 1899, Commander Frederick Elton, an officer on the retired list, expressed his opinion that a naval staff college was unnecessary because “the British Navy may believe a good First Sea Lord of the Admiralty to be worth a shipload of Chairs of Naval Strategy.”

Except in a small minority, the officer corps generally undervalued the importance of education and academic study in formal settings beyond scientific and technical subjects. The extent of an anti-intellectual bias pervading the Victorian-era Royal Navy, Chris Bell argues, was closely tied to the privileges of class and social standing, which only began to break apart in the decades following the First World War. Some British naval officers maintained that they did not need further education since elevation to higher rank and responsibility was more profitably gained by experience.

The final challenge was financial. Throughout the late nineteenth century, external and internal controls over the Admiralty restricted spending and outlays. Faced with hard choices regarding personnel and keeping ships operational, Admiralty officials viewed a naval staff college as an extravagance, notwithstanding the merits behind the argument. Paying officers to stay on shore to study, read books, and listen to lectures for extended lengths of time, even if they wanted to, raised awkward questions about public accountability and expenditure of funds. Notably, First Lord of Admiralty, George Goschen, a former Chancellor of the Exchequer, remained non-committal. Several interlayered internal factors
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worked against creation of a naval staff college, even as foreign navies benefited from such institutions.

The Royal Navy trailed behind navies in other countries opening higher learning institutions for advanced officer education. In fact, it never really started the race in the first place. From 1872, the Imperial German Navy’s Marineakademie in Kiel delivered first a three and then two-year advanced course taking inspiration and teaching methodology from Prussia’s established staff college (the first admiral commanding the navy was a general). Kaiser Wilhelm, who took special interest in naval and imperial affairs, personally lectured on naval tactics. This participation demonstrated wider enthusiasm for advanced education and naval topics. The United States Navy founded a naval war college in 1884 under the stewardship of Admiral Stephen Luce and Captain Mahan. It included study of
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international law and strategy and became a recognized PME institution separate from the lower naval academy in Annapolis. American speakers from the naval war college often gave public talks during visits to London and Portsmouth, sometimes in connection with book tours. In 1896, France’s Marine nationale, a relative late-comer by comparison, established the École des hautes études de la marine, and subsequently the École supérieure de marine in Paris giving a twelve-month course of instruction by 1900. The French theoretical concept of Jeune École, championed by admirals Théophile Aube and François Ernest Fournier, influenced naval construction and tactical deployment anticipating commerce warfare and torpedo attack.²³ That even the French now had a naval staff college simply highlighted the paucity of formal arrangements for higher PME within the Royal Navy, still the leading navy in the world at the time and for some years to come. Escalating tensions and diplomatic discord with France hardly changed the Admiralty’s low opinion of the Marine nationale.²⁴ Even discounting foreign navies as potential rivals, the Royal Navy only had to look to the British Army’s staff college at Camberley as model for its own war course.

Camberley, almost as good as the German equivalent, set a higher standard for British imperial forces. Opened in 1858 after the Crimean War, the staff college offered a two-year course for captains and majors.²⁵ Admission was by competitive examination for a limited number of spots. In the two years prior to 1901, twenty-eight officers passed the admission entry examinations demonstrating how hard it was to get in, and fewer than half that graduated.²⁶ Subjects included strategy, military history, tactics, French, administration, voluntary mathematics, geography, tutorial work in mathematics and other studies, besides the semi-compulsory gentlemen sports of polo (riding) and hunting (shooting). Like the Germans, British officers attending the staff college conducted exercises and worked through set problems.²⁷ Once qualified, staff trained graduates served in the British and Indian armies fighting colonial and small wars of the late Victorian period.


The obvious question is why the Admiralty just did not send naval officers to Camberley and augment the directing staff with navy instructors. As the senior service, the Royal Navy remained standoffish toward the British Army since “the average naval officer if he reads does not give credit to the competence of the soldier to direct naval affairs.” Inter-service rivalry between navy and army provided a barrier to greater cooperation, as did the uniquely different operating environments and traditions. Much of the Camberley curriculum was either irrelevant or ill-suited to the education of sea-going naval officers because the British armed services remained compartmentalized. Unlike the French and Germans, the Royal Navy looked to sea battles and campaigns of the past rather than incorporating contemporary army-based tactics and strategy into the movements and dispositions of fleets. It enjoyed the stature of a dominant navy with technical and numerical superiority over its closest rivals. The US Navy, growing in quality, established its own war college separate from the US Army, and British naval officers possessed little desire to be beholden to the smaller army. Perceptions about British performance in South Africa against the Afrikaners also called into question the quality of Camberley-delivered PME and suitability of its staff-educated graduates to meet modern conditions. The protracted and costly struggle against Boer farmers under arms underscored the British Army’s ill-preparedness for any conflict against a major European power with the latest armaments and organization. Prevailing perception at the time was that something needed fixing on the army side, and the navy would not be well-served until the deficiencies were resolved. Inter-service rivalry therefore remained a significant factor. As pressure from outside the navy mounted to establish a naval staff college, the Admiralty tried a different approach, neither Camberley nor foreign navy.

Calls to improve formalised advanced education for Royal Navy officers progressively grew stronger. In February 1900, the Navy League lobbied for a naval staff college along lines of the French, Germans, and Americans. The public was kept well-aware of warship additions and capabilities in other navies, compared to the Royal Navy’s own state of preparedness. During the Channel squadron’s April manoeuvres, the senior commanding officer Vice Admiral Harry
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Rawson experimented with a changed tactical system that simulated real combat conditions interrupting command and control. Meanwhile, the Admiralty solicited and received proposals from the Royal Naval College’s president, Vice Admiral Richard Tracey, as to viability of delivering a war course in Greenwich and what form that might take. The First Naval Lord, Admiral Walter Kerr, acknowledged that existing study of naval tactics in Portsmouth was rudimentary. A naval correspondent linked the two separate developments: “We have no naval staff college, though proposals in this direction are under consideration of the naval authorities, but such training as Sir Harry Rawson has initiated should commend itself to other admirals as meeting an undoubted need.”

Whether officially-driven or internal to the fleet, serious thinking about changes in tactics and operating required interested and educated officers. In an article serialized in various newspapers, veteran naval journalist and historian William Laird Clowes divided Royal Navy officers into three principal groups: 1) the keen and engaged ones reading widely and working through professional problems; 2) the indifferent majority on the active list; and, 3) the sloven and incompetent who rose in rank regardless. Clowes was really only interested in giving encouragement to the first group, and he advocated “establishment of a naval war college, for the instruction of officers in history, strategy, and tactics, the college not necessarily to be ashore.” Concurrently, the Navy League passed a list of resolutions at its annual June meeting that included the same recommendation. As Tracey’s war course proposal made the rounds of the Admiralty, the director of naval intelligence, Rear Admiral Reginald Custance, took special interest and made further recommendations. A final submission received Treasury and Admiralty approval in late Summer 1900. A proper staff college like Camberley and the foreign navies was a step too far for the Royal Navy, which chose instead to assign one officer to set-up, administer, and instruct the war course, one of Rawson’s smart promising captains from the Channel squadron.

An Officer for the Job

Captain Henry May’s appointment to the Royal Naval College Greenwich proved fortuitous since he possessed the requisite mix of experience, knowledge, and personal abilities to see the endeavour to execution. During his career, May received two special promotions, making him younger than others ranking on the Navy List. In July 1882, the diligent lieutenant took part in the fleet bombardment of Alexandria, to shore up the khedive and protect British control over the strategic
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Suez Canal. His ship, the ironclad HMS *Superb*, was badly holed in exchanges of gunfire between nationalist-held fortified batteries and Royal Navy warships. May had first good fortune to survive unscathed, and second been brave enough to keep the crews firing with enough accuracy to suppress and knock out opposing guns. Awards and accolades followed: the Egyptian medal with Alexandria clasp, elevation to commander at age twenty-nine, and third-class Osmanieh from the sultan. In December 1888, May, commanding the sloop HMS *Racer* stationed in the Mediterranean squadron, supported English, Scottish, Welsh, Egyptian, and Sudanese troops under British command at the Red Sea port city of Suakin, surrounded by Mahdist forces. Some accounts have him in the thick of battle, though Commander Alfred Paget led the naval contingent of sailors and marines ashore, while May, the senior-ranking naval officer and resident expert in naval gunnery, directed the guns of HMS *Racer* and several ships in the harbour against enemy positions to devastating effect. May joined Major General Francis Grenfell in the battle’s latter stages to inspect the handiwork done by naval supporting fire and for the general military advance, the British side suffering only minimal casualties. Meanwhile, the gunboat HMS *Starling* dispatched by May along the coast and Grenfell’s cavalry together harassed the Madhist retreat and prevented reinforcement from enemy-held Handoub. Suakin ingrained in May the significance of inter-service cooperation between naval and land forces. The next month, May was promoted to captain, again out of seniority, and sent home to pay off HMS *Racer* into second reserve and assume positions as member on the Royal Navy’s ordnance committee and inspector of warlike stores. In 1892, he received the Companion of Bath (CB) in the Queen’s birthday list. As a decorated officer, May’s earlier career experience influenced his later teaching and stature within the Royal Navy.

Four subsequent years spent on the Pacific station in command of the older third-class cruiser HMS *Hyacinth* gave him firsthand insights into latest developments in the American, Russian, and Japanese navies and ample opportunity to ponder and test tactical schemes and ordnance effects. During this time, May began his association with naval writer and illustrator Fred Jane, best known for the *All the World’s Fighting Ships* annual and accompanying name-branded naval war game that simulated naval movement and battle. The young, decorated naval captain
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combined practical real-world experience with a sound, inquisitive mind open to new ideas.

When May returned from the Pacific to England in 1896, novel thinking about naval tactics and strategy inside the Royal Navy was essentially torpid. Annual manoeuvres substituted hands-on experiential performances for deeper theoretical study. Many British naval officers genuinely believed that sea time was the truest expression of professional knowledge and readiness for advancement, in the best traditions of Nelson. Leading authorities on tactics such as admirals Samuel Long, Geoffrey Hornby, and Edmund Robert Fremantle were dead or progressively out-dated. Despite introduction of torpedoes and quick firing guns, the ram was still given primacy in the Royal Navy. Advocates were unwilling to admit that technological changes in warships and armaments made following Nelson’s dictum of getting close risky. Based on his experience and expertise in gunnery, May knew the real odds in combat against ships employing modern weapons.

In the fields of naval tactics and history, Vice Admiral Philip Colomb was perhaps the most recognizable public writer. He had earlier revised the Royal Navy’s system of tactical signaling assisted by Harry Brent (later director of the Indian Marine and vice admiral) and his younger brother John served in Parliament as a Conservative and wrote on naval matters as well. His book *Naval Warfare* blended theory and history to show how the Royal Navy achieved and held command of the sea, though according to one review could “not be compared, either in scope or insight, with Sir Edward Hamley’s ‘Operations’… but the book, though of unequal interest and value, is scientific in method, and bears evidence of wide historical reading, though hardly independent research.” Unfortunately, Colomb was distrusted in parts of the navy as too critical, long-winded in presentations, and just a tad academic. For several years, Colomb delivered lectures on naval strategy
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and tactics at Greenwich, and he wrote a biography of the Royal Naval College’s first admiral president, published in 1898. Many naval officers found his opinions wanting and lacking present-day application because he lived too much in the past.

Thus, when May presented and published his own paper on naval tactics and the effect of modern weaponry at the Royal United Service Institution in 1897 based on his reflections and experimentation in the Pacific, the field was wide open. The two-part work was scientifically-based, analytical, highly technical, and focused squarely on how best to move and fight tactically a ship or groupings of ships under modern conditions. He ended the paper by recommending establishment of a tactics school for officers in Portsmouth.

The Admiralty looked upon May’s understanding of naval tactics favourably as an original thinker within the Royal Navy, without necessarily Colomb’s baggage and bite. Command of the newer battleship HMS Mars in the Channel squadron soon allowed May to refine his concepts and win over converts amongst serving naval officers, aided by Jane’s commercially marketed boxed naval war game bearing endorsement from May, Prince Louis of Battenberg, and Grand Duke Alexander of Russia. Prior to Colomb’s death in October 1899, May took over the naval tactics lectures part-time while employed with the fleet. The lectures proved popular and credible amongst attending students. Here was a knowledgeable younger senior captain commanding one of the Royal Navy’s mightiest warships protecting the home country against all potential threats, sharing the latest ideas in tactics, formations, and relative merits of armaments, using real-world examples, and answering questions in straightforward language common to the profession. With his value to naval education initiatives clearly demonstrated, May traded ship command for a shore billet.

Sending May to Greenwich to direct the war course was calculated. Emotions were no doubt mixed about leaving HMS Mars and the Channel squadron after
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fewer than nineteen months in command. The fleet assembled in Portland during summer 1900 for annual naval manoeuvres, with an emphasis on the tactics of scouting and destroyer operations employing torpedoes. At the conclusion, a resounding victory was declared over Rawson’s A squadron representing France (the opposing forces never actually met due to fog). Still, the vice admiral held a high opinion of May’s tactical insights and gunnery expertise. In early September, Admiral Robert Henry More Molyneux was formally announced to replace Tracey as president of the Royal Naval College effective 1 October, and May “of the Mars, goes to the Royal Navy College Greenwich, as captain of that establishment, where his large abilities will be taken advantage of in lecturing.”

Harry Dickinson and Andrew Lambert have stressed the administrative and disciplinary duties associated with this position, but the timing and nature of the appointment leave little doubt that May was expected to take on active teaching roles.

Pairing May with Molyneux created an effective team. Second Naval Lord, Vice Admiral Archibald Douglas, chose Molyneux for the sedate Greenwich position because he had a reputation for efficiency and getting things done. Individual presidents of war colleges each have their own approaches and styles that directing staffs and faculty constantly guess at. As superintendent of the Devonport naval dockyard, Molyneux had been promoted to admiral in July 1899, and like May, had taken part in the Alexandria bombardment and defended Suakin in previous years. They shared much in common in terms of life experience. Molyneux was serious about the assigned function and as the person in charge – in today’s language of strategic business planning – addressed concerns about resources, institutional
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branding, and meeting end-user service needs in curriculum and instruction. At a farewell dinner aboard the flagship HMS Majestic, Vice Admiral Rawson regaled May, who was off to Greenwich, and Captain Randolph Foote from HMS Repulse, taking charge of the ordnance department at the Admiralty, with tall stories of past deeds, good fellowship, customary naval toasts, and offers of bright prospects for the future. May clearly had a network of friends and acquaintances in the fleet and at Whitehall. In turn, the Royal Naval College gained one of the best tacticians in the Royal Navy to set up the new war course.

The time given May to settle in and get that course up and running was astonishingly short. Besides personal distractions of moving the possessions of a large family and establishing new lives in a strange city, May was thrust into the day-to-day administration of a historic service establishment that hosted numerous tenants connected either directly or tangentially to the college’s educational mission. The divisions of a battleship seemed straightforward by comparison. Sleepy Greenwich with its green parks and riverside walks possessed its own charms, while the amusements and hustle of metropolitan London were only a short ride away. May made the trip to London frequently, particularly in early days, to consult with interested authorities about organization, approach, and content. May was also elected member of the Royal United Service Institution in place of Captain Walter Stopford, that officer leaving to command the second-class cruiser HMS Pallas. The first students, senior and mid-rank officers of captain and commander ranks, joined the Royal Naval College in November 1900 little more than a month after May’s own arrival.

Subjects of Higher Learning

Only barest details are known about the first war course serials offered at Greenwich. May left no known private papers, though some limited correspondence exists with persons such as Julian Corbett, whom May hired, and in official Admiralty records. Building upon a list of students compiled by Simon Harley and taking inspiration from social historians for earlier periods of the Royal Navy such as Nicholas Rodger and Evan Wilson, this section presents a reasonable interpretation of the curriculum on the war course during May’s tenure, how it was taught, and who as a group attended. Because the documentary record is fragmentary, some reconstruction becomes necessary.

Broadly, the war course for the first three years was eight months in duration, before being split into two four-month serials starting in 1903-04. Core subjects
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included naval tactics, strategy, international law, and history. Related technical
topics on steam propulsion, navigation, naval architecture and construction, and
languages rounded off the last months. These latter courses were meant to fill gaps
in knowledge, reflected the infatuation with science and engineering so evident in
late Victorian culture, or had been provided by interested departments for advocacy
reasons.\textsuperscript{56}

May most likely believed, like the original proposers, that the longer eight
months instilled sounder understanding on the part of attendees and allowed
time for reflection and self-study. After all, the navy’s war course was still only a
third the length of Camberley’s course of studies. The larger institution, and even
some students, always pressed for shorter courses or cramming more into existing
allotted hours, so naval officers could return to duty and responsible positions.
Quite often, someone else back home performed their job while absent, or sending
organizations simply went short on the personnel side. The war course was still
a relatively unknown quantity and indeed regarded with some suspicion inside
the navy.\textsuperscript{57} Compared to the formalities and ever-present branch identifications of
Camberley, teaching on the early Royal Navy war course was somewhat looser
and far more intimate in the spirit of Nelson’s band of brothers.

Methods of instruction used on the war course involved both traditional and
innovative approaches. The weekly set schedule consisted of lectures and small
tabletop exercises styled as war games, limited in duration.\textsuperscript{58} Students heard from
speakers, either May or others, for about an hour on a topic and then broke into
smaller groups for discussion and playing out set problems. The natural inclination
was to fill the day as full as possible, though absorption of information noticeably
falls off after a few hours. Some students were known to fall asleep and snore
through lectures, particularly after lunch, when a gentle nudge from the fellow
beside or the instructor might be necessary. The amateur cartoonists and sketch
artists, another pastime employed during lectures, were notable for documenting
these acts of indiscretion. Passive learning of lectures balanced out by the active
learning of one-on-one exercises provided breaks in attention and catered to
individual learning. Some of the tactical war games involved rolling of dice to
replicate the element of chance that raised the general volume in the room and at
times evoked occasional cheers more reminiscent of the casino. Instruction that
incorporated some fun or interesting content customarily was more engaging.\textsuperscript{59}

May quickly realized that some repetition and summation were necessary in
lecturing because student attention was limited. For topics beyond his immediate
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expertise, May relied on outside speakers from various backgrounds. The going rate for delivery of a lecture was £5. May inherited Reverend Thomas Lawrence, author of several law books and professor of history and international law at Cambridge University and the University of Chicago, who had lectured on international law at the Royal Naval College since returning from the United States in 1896.\(^\text{60}\) Diligent students took notes from the lectures, which proved useful for review and writing of papers. Several typed student essays held at the National Maritime Museum from Lieutenant Tristan Dannreuther indicates a written component to the war course.\(^\text{61}\) In preparation of papers, students synthesized reading and lectures on topics of interest.

May was in almost daily contact with students throughout the week. Course reports and annotations for professional standing and individual academic performance were based on his personal observation. As with many higher PME courses or programmes, the latter counted for the vast majority of weighting, while the former constituted a smaller percentage. Students attended the Royal Naval College with the intent to be better and more knowledgeable senior naval officers.

In the early years, tactics and some strategy dictated interest and content. May encouraged students to read widely in newspapers and illustrated magazines on current events and matters affecting the Royal Navy and foreign navies.\(^\text{62}\) British progress in the South African War was much in the news and attracted lively discussion because bashing the army, whether deserved or not, was always popular amongst naval officers. Inter-service rivalry was alive and well even at these rank levels. Several students had been mentioned in despatches for their service in South Africa and imparted firsthand experience. In that conflict, the Royal Navy played a smaller, but important supporting role in conduct of operations and strategy. The 1898 Spanish-American War, as the last with significant naval action, was also a favourite topic, especially in regard to the published writings of Captain William Bainbridge-Hoff, USN that had been sold in Great Britain for some years.\(^\text{63}\) Such books were much in demand at the Royal Naval College’s small library. Thomas Brassey’s *Naval Annual* also added to debates over the piercing effects of shell against ship armour. Technical topics predominated.

Naval officers individually or together generally liked to talk about ships: ships they had served on or commanded, ships they had seen in person, places ships took them to meet with more ships, ships built, and shipbuilding. May opened up the latest edition of *All the World’s Fighting Ships*, or clipped photographs from
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illustrated magazines, as visual aids during his lectures. The library included English translations of foreign books on naval tactics, which received higher priority for limited purchases. May picked which publications and subscriptions were useful, and made recommendations for reading and research to students. Given his background and rise to rank, he encouraged thinking about combined operations and working collaboratively with the army that required broader consideration of policy and strategy.

Strategy received greater attention once May secured the services of civilian historian Julian Corbett first as a casual lecturer and then full-time staff member. The hiring, for a relatively modest number of lectures to begin with, was primarily from acquaintance through the Navy Records Society and to relieve some of May’s own heavy teaching load rather than any advocacy on Corbett’s part for improvements to naval education or connections inside the Admiralty. Knowledge of strategy and history, Corbett was told, was uneven amongst the students and he was given specific suggestions about where to begin. David Hannay, also known through the Navy Records Society, delivered lectures to a certain level on the 1901-02 course. In a letter to Corbett, May emphasized practical application to present circumstances:

As Mahan has so well shewn politics will greatly affect any future struggle for Sea Power & it is distinctly necessary to remind naval officers that expediency & strategy are not always in accord. An Admiral may have the force on the spot but may be restrained by political considerations from striking at the right time & place. Generally-speaking the faults, failures & decadence of matters & their Commanders are insufficiently considered so that the difficulties likely to beset one in the present day are minimised.

A first observation is that May subscribed to at least some of Mahan’s arguments and conclusions and second, that Corbett was given latitude to choose and interpret examples that best illustrated the British way of warfare. Out of these modest beginnings, Corbett advanced those concepts and themes into his lectures and later book *Some Principles of Maritime Strategy*. May saw strategy differently than...
Corbett because, for naval officers, study of history simply provided illustration for theory and practice that required constant experimentation and reconsideration. Strategy competed for balance with other subjects on the war course, which still corresponded to what May considered important and relevant to the Royal Navy’s present-day needs.

Notwithstanding many limitations, May managed to keep students happy and engaged, the Admiralty pleased with a signature product, and not wear himself out as an instructor and administrator in the process. This achievement of PME bliss is difficult for bigger directing staffs and faculty at the best of times, never mind alone. May ran the first war course serials with some voluntary help from his eldest daughter Constance until a Royal Marine lieutenant was appointed to assist. From March 1901, May received a good service pension of £150 per year, vacated by Commodore Edward Davis upon promotion, in addition to his regular salary. The relief and extra financial security allowed more time devoted to teaching and improving the student experience.

Much informal learning took place outside the classroom in conversations at the mess or in other social contexts. May belonged to the temperance society, so was sworn off alcohol. Unlike most army officers, naval officers mastered the skill of effortlessly balancing a plate and drink with steady hand while engaging in business-casual conversation, thanks to years spent on heaving ships at sea and travelling the world. Admiral Molyneux, like most commandants and presidents of PME colleges, liked to meet personally with students and hear firsthand experiences and complaints of “being on course.” Dress was relaxed, and students were allowed to wear civilian clothes instead of uniform in and out of class. Greenwich and surrounding areas offered ample opportunities for exercise, sailing, organized sports, recreation, and sightseeing outside study hours. Photographs from May 1901 show participants and spectators for high jump and hundred-yard, three-legged, sack, and dummy rescue bicycle races, one caption cheekily declaring: “The Nimble Naval Officer Displays His Usual Dash.” Team-building is important in PME and creates collective experiences long remembered after leaving course. A mania for bicycle clubs and similar organized physical pursuits was strong at the turn of the century. May, an avid cyclist, represented the navy at a dinner held by the Amateur Athletics Association. The most successful students, like May, concurrently enjoyed themselves while handling the workload of studies and intellectual pursuits. They might have cursed all the reading and maybe even
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stopped at some point, but recognized that the education provided by the navy was a privilege and ultimately prepared them for higher responsibilities of rank. Whether the war course deserved the descriptor of “gentlemen’s course” can really only be assessed in terms of expectations and results.

The war course attracted attention at the Admiralty’s higher levels. The energetic First Lord of Admiralty, the Earl of Selborne, most known for his critics and controversial change agenda, praised May’s good work at the Royal Naval College in presentation of the Admiralty’s annual estimates. Selborne also pushed

---

against the navy establishment for promotion of suitably qualified younger officers into flag rank. May moved to top of the captain’s seniority list consequent upon Vice Admiral Rodney Lloyd’s retirement in May 1902, and received promotion to rear admiral the following 22 September as “an officer of great distinction and high scientific attainments, whose service at Greenwich has had great influence in stimulating the work at the Naval College.”

For the time being, he stayed war course director because his teaching was superior and the Admiralty could not think of anyone else qualified enough to replace him. Most important, the students and administration liked and respected May.

In terms of cohort, students attending the earlier serials of the war course represented a relatively small, self-selecting group. Understanding who these officers were and their motivations remains an interesting piece of the puzzle. The Admiralty advertised for naval officers to submit names for selection. Individuals were then vetted and screened by naval authorities and May for suitability. Since numbers were limited, some competitiveness entered into selection. Basically, senior and mid-rank naval officers willing to subject themselves to months of studies away from homes and the active navy for sake of promotion and improved professional competencies chose to put themselves forward, while those sceptical about worth of such education stayed away, as Laird Clowes predicted.

The voluntary nature meant that most, if not all, students wanted to be in Greenwich and believed to some degree that naval tactics and strategy could be taught and learned. Robert Davison’s sometimes uncharitable characterizations about the war course need revisiting in light of May’s time as director. The students attending were professionals near the top of their profession, attuned to latest developments in naval warfare, and current with contemporary events. They learned naval doctrine and international law and edged tentatively into some strategy and history.

Statistics compiled from service records for twenty-nine students attending the third serial and last long course ending 30 May 1903 (see group photograph) are illustrative. This sample taken from the larger four-year population is chosen because the war course at this point was most developed and mature in keeping with May’s concept of instruction and the available information is most complete; some gaps exist for the other war course serials. By rank, there were thirteen captains, fifteen commanders, and one lieutenant, the last specially put on the course for his cleverness and language abilities. The average age was 39 years; the oldest was

---
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born in 1850 and the youngest in 1874. Several officers joined and left part-way through the eight months depending upon assignments; one officer did not complete the course; while another officer started a previous serial, withdrew, and came back to finish. Captain Henry Fleet, the oldest officer, applied several times and only joined the course in March for the last three months. Two officers captained the same ship in recent years, the floating battery HMS *Magdala*, late of the Indian defence squadron. Proficiency in French and German was demonstrable within the group, one student having spent four months in France immediately before joining the course late. Eleven achieved first class standing, ten second class, six third class, and one compassionate pass. Captain Arthur Galloway and two other students received distinction in legal work: “The Professor of International Law mentioned this officer as having shown special aptitude in dealing with problems put to the class.” These annotations show that May consulted Reverend Lawrence in student assessment, but no specific references are made to Corbett and strategy subjects. Strategy and international law were both classes delivered by academic instructors, but the latter received greater attention than the former because of its practical application and the popularity of Lawrence as a lecturer. Corbett never achieved the same distinction. Many students came off or went on other courses afterwards or exercised command in responsible positions at home and abroad.

In respect to subsequent careers, twenty-five officers from the original twenty-nine on the third war course serial advanced in rank and fifteen of those became flag officers up to and including admiral. In 1905, Captain Charles Winnington-Ingram recorded “Good services in connection with establishment & working of [the] Australian Naval Agreement scheme.” Several officers attended later serials of the shortened war course in Portsmouth again over the next decade. Five officers died prior to 1914, while others went on to serve in First World War duties. Rear Admiral Robert Arbuthnot was killed in action on 31 May 1916 during the Battle of Jutland/Skagerrak when his flagship, the armoured cruiser HMS *Defence*, fell victim to the battlecruisers of Franz von Hipper’s division (the German admiral lost his own flagship SMS *Lützow* but lived). William Story served as superintendent of both the Esquimalt and Halifax dockyards and was promoted to full admiral in 1918, and Admiral Percy Grant, who had served as a lieutenant under May on HMS *Mars* in the Channel squadron, headed the post-war Royal Australian Navy as “First Naval Member of the Commonwealth Naval Board & also C[ommander-]
in[-]C[hief] of [the] Australian Naval Station.”

Two officers committed suicide, the first just three months after the course while commanding a flotilla of destroyers on manoeuvres and the second in 1918 by gunshot under wartime strains.

As this brief snapshot shows, the war course represented a finishing school before naval officers assumed higher command and responsible positions in the Royal Navy and navies of the British Empire. May knew that, and serious students did as well. The importance of higher naval education within the Royal Navy was realized to a suitable standard. And May delivered to the expectations of the higher leadership.

**Task Undone**

The Royal Navy’s war course was on a sound footing passing through the third academic year. In March 1903, Selborne again reiterated “in the strongest way the value of the war course at Greenwich for the senior officers of the Navy as conducted by the Captain of the College.”

Rear Admiral May was a shining example of the First Lord of the Admiralty’s continuing fight to move more younger officers into flag rank. Reports about the war course were positive, both from graduating students and those who employed them afterwards. On 21 May 1903, the Prince of Wales, nicknamed the sailor prince for his enthusiastic support of the Royal Navy, dined with May and the war course officers at Greenwich.

The thirty-eight year old George wore the uniform of a rear admiral on public occasions, the same rank as May, which no doubt entered into the banter. The Edwardian royals were popular and May, like Selborne and Molyneux, knew the value of public trust and support from persons in high places in changing the Royal Navy into an effective modern fighting force schooled in the higher arts of strategy and tactics.

The Prince of Wales, eventually to succeed Edward VII as king in May 1910, wisely left teaching to expert professionals like May and shunned his German cousin Wilhelm’s example at the Marineakademie. As a previously serving naval officer, he quietly pushed naval reform and education behind the scenes. A short course was delivered to flag officers at the Royal Naval College between 2 and 18 June after conclusion of the last eight-month war course.

May, at top of his game, lectured on naval tactics and latest trends in ship design and armaments across navies. In August 1903, he joined naval manoeuvres of the British fleet
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taking place in Portuguese waters alongside three retired flag officers serving as umpires. For the first time, a newly allied Japanese naval officer was allowed to observe secret tactical evolutions during the exercise. By this date, the navy’s annual training manoeuvres in home waters were turning into grand spectacles and social events, typically associated with naval reviews and jubilee celebrations. Vice Admiral Robert Harris succeeded Molyneux as Royal Naval College president on 6 August 1903.

Later that month, announcement came of the change from long course to two four-month courses in the coming year. The first ran from October to January and second from February to June. The Admiralty advertised for suitable candidates to put names forward. The shortened courses necessitated dropping some technical subjects, but increased throughput and overall numbers benefiting from advanced professional education. Practically, more naval officers received exposure to naval tactics, international law, strategy, and history, a positive move in Selborne’s opinion: “It is not all officers who have turned their minds to the consideration of the many problems which will confront them in war, and the more we stimulate the
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study of naval problems by officers of every rank the better it will be for Navy.”

But, the change was significant in more ways than one. What had been a relatively leisurely and intimate war course spread over time sufficient for study and reflection turned into a rushed and high-volume enterprise that tried to maintain same quality with same resources, while expectations stayed high. Something inevitably had to give, as May extended himself to the point of affecting his health.

Loss of Rear Admiral May midpoint through the shortened war course that started 2 February 1904 delayed, at least temporarily, teaching of naval tactics and strategy in the Royal Navy. Tentatively, he was to leave Greenwich sometime in the summer for a new post. Andrew Lambert posits that was to be director of naval intelligence, but in fact, May was earmarked to replace Rear Admiral Hedworth Lambton as the Channel fleet’s second-in-command. In other words, he was returning to sea in a leadership position over an operational formation of warships, where his ideas on naval tactics could be further tested, refined, and practiced. In late March, May attended the funeral in Guildford of Admiral Molyneux, who had died earlier in Cairo. The apparently fit and vigorous May, in his prime, possessed absolutely no foreshadowing of his own death within the next month. After returning to Greenwich from a two-day cycling tour, May came down with stomach flu which persisted for a few days, and then he died in his official residence on 26 April 1904. War course classes were suspended for the week following.

The Greenwich funeral for May turned into a big show, which reflected the esteem and high regard for his teaching on the war course within the Royal Navy. First Naval Lord, Admiral Walter Kerr, numerous admirals and generals, a thousand ratings sent from Chatham, his family, and a long list of friends and acquaintances attended. A gun carriage carried his body in a procession accompanied by the Royal Marine artillery band from the Royal Naval College’s chapel along streets lined with sailors to the Royal Naval Hospital cemetery on Woolich Road. The pallbearers were Rear Admiral Alvin Corry, Vice Admiral Swinton Holland, Captain Edward Inglefield, Captain W. Vernon Anson (superintendent Royal Hospital Schools), Colonel Charles Gordon, Rear Admiral Charles Arbuthnot, Major General William Wright (commandant Royal Marines), Rear Admiral Charles Drury, and Vice Admiral Lewis Beaumont. Graveside, two-hundred fifty
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rifles fired a three-volley salute and a bugler played the Last Post. The grandness of the affair indicates in some measure May’s popularity and stature as a respected teacher and professional naval officer. Once the overdone ceremonies ended, his widow Constance moved to Hampshire, where she lived with her five daughters on a modest survivor’s pension and private income. A hurriedly appointed new director, Captain Edmond Slade, assumed lecturing and administration for the interrupted war course.

Aspiration for a Royal Naval War College built upon the original war courses. In March 1905, Selborne reported satisfactory progress under Slade after “the great loss in the death of Rear-Admiral H.J. May, who had inaugurated the war course at Greenwich with such singular success,” and he announced the war course would move, likely to Portsmouth. When pressed later about creating a naval staff college in the House of Commons, the Admiralty’s financial secretary, Ernest Pretyman, replied that “the sea was the Staff College of the Navy.” Subsequently, the four-month war courses for selected captains and commanders rotated between Devonport, Portsmouth, and Chatham meant to attract reserve division and half-pay officers. Like the earlier version, instruction consisted of lectures and tabletop war games delivered in a morning-only format. In 1905, the first army officers joined on a reciprocal basis with Camberley along with bigger war games and exercises comprising two staff tours. Inter-service familiarity and cooperation benefited. Lectures included strategy, tactics, naval history, international law, trade, marine engineering, coast defence, combined operations, the Russo-Japanese war, stability of ships, explosives, armour, destroyers, submarines, and other subjects of naval and military interest. Civilians like Lawrence and Corbett continued lecturing. On 1 November 1907, Rear Admiral Robert Lowry, a war course graduate earlier that year, took command of the new Royal Naval War College at Portsmouth after Captain Slade went to the Admiralty to become director of naval intelligence. Lowry lasted a year before taking command of the fifth cruiser squadron and handing over to Commodore Lewis Bayly in the acting rank of rear admiral. Advanced professional education for senior and mid-rank officers now had a home under some serious leadership and faculty for teaching of tactics and strategy.
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Conclusion

The war course at the Royal Naval College in Greenwich represented a reluctant concession, a good idea based on a definite need, and finally what Henry May fashioned over those early years into PME that satisfied multiple stakeholders. There is no doubt that learning took place, students were engaged, and the Royal Navy so benefited. Often military institutions do not know exactly what is wanted, but understand implicitly when curriculum and instruction fall short of requirements. May skilfully avoided that conundrum entirely. In fact, he was so successful by the fourth year that more courses and more students were added for advanced officer education, thereby creating an oversubscribed and under-resourced situation. Such decisions are fairly typical in PME programming and delivery that try to go too far too quickly, invoking the refrain “too much of a good thing.” The Royal Navy war course may not have been the length or quality of studies at the Camberley staff college or equivalents in foreign navies, but it provided a creative space for consideration of subjects relevant to naval professionals under May’s mentorship.

That tactics, naval technical subjects, and international law held sway over strategy and history should not be surprising considering the immaturity of advanced PME in the Royal Navy, where May came from, and the practical-orientation of the students. Captain Slade leaned more on Julian Corbett for delivery than May who reserved control over curriculum and instruction to himself. Corbett’s advocacy for the later naval war course and teaching of strategy when the Royal Naval War College was established diminishes in no way the accomplishments achieved earlier on the war course. Historians such as Harry Dickinson and Andrew Lambert understandably give some prominence to Julian Corbett and Jackie Fisher in the development and delivery of early PME in the Royal Navy. Other individuals associated with the war course like May, Molyneux, Lord Selborne, and Reverend Lawrence also contributed in meaningful ways and should be recognized. This collective effort provided conditions for advanced instruction to take root and flourish. From the start, the war course utilized civilian lecturers alongside military directing staff, a hallmark of the current academic-military model at Shrivenham and other staff and war colleges delivering advanced PME in operations and strategy. May set-up and ran a serious course from scratch that satisfied students, the military institution, and an active political minister holding a change agenda. Those engaged in PME are well familiar with the dynamics and interplay involved. Delivery on the war course was a delicate balancing act.

What then was May’s enduring legacy to advanced education for officers in the Royal Navy? His contemporaries certainly held his teaching and instruction on the war course in high regard, as evidenced by the esteem of students, the regret over his untimely death, and funeral attendance. Yet, his name and achievements quickly passed into obscurity prior to the First World War with reorganization into shorter courses, the move from Greenwich, and establishment of the Royal Naval War College in Portsmouth. May was not Mahan, and never attained the same stature for his early contributions to PME in the Royal Navy. In fact, May remains
a largely forgotten figure in an institution that struggled to embrace advanced education for officers, for various reasons. May allowed the Royal Navy to catch up to other foreign navies who started much earlier and put greater premium on affording selected officers such opportunities. The solid foundation provided a transition to more focused attention to the content and scope of delivered instruction suited to ensuring the Royal Navy remained a modern and operationally relevant naval force compared to its competitors and peers. In so doing, May combined professional expertise with intellectual rigour that addressed contemporary needs. Successful PME for higher rank and responsibilities relies on good quality teachers and intellectually-inclined officers. As far as serving officers put into those roles, May joins the ranks of other better known innovators and thinkers within the Royal Navy. His early work on the war course, while continuing to be underappreciated, was significant for the advancement of higher education given to naval officers and adds to comparative studies across navies and militaries in staff and war colleges.
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